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A linear-scaling implementation of Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham self-consistent field �SCF�
theories is presented and illustrated with applications to molecules consisting of more than 1000
atoms. The diagonalization bottleneck of traditional SCF methods is avoided by carrying out a
minimization of the Roothaan-Hall �RH� energy function and solving the Newton equations using
the preconditioned conjugate-gradient �PCG� method. For rapid PCG convergence, the Löwdin
orthogonal atomic orbital basis is used. The resulting linear-scaling trust-region Roothaan-Hall
�LS-TRRH� method works by the introduction of a level-shift parameter in the RH Newton
equations. A great advantage of the LS-TRRH method is that the optimal level shift can be
determined at no extra cost, ensuring fast and robust convergence of both the SCF iterations and the
level-shifted Newton equations. For density averaging, the authors use the trust-region
density-subspace minimization �TRDSM� method, which, unlike the traditional direct inversion in
the iterative subspace �DIIS� scheme, is firmly based on the principle of energy minimization. When
combined with a linear-scaling evaluation of the Fock/Kohn-Sham matrix �including a boxed fitting
of the electron density�, LS-TRRH and TRDSM methods constitute the linear-scaling trust-region
SCF �LS-TRSCF� method. The LS-TRSCF method compares favorably with the traditional SCF/
DIIS scheme, converging smoothly and reliably in cases where the latter method fails. In one case
where the LS-TRSCF method converges smoothly to a minimum, the SCF/DIIS method converges
to a saddle point. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2464111�

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, much effort has been directed
towards the development and implementation of Hartree-
Fock �HF� and Kohn-Sham �KS� self-consistent field �SCF�
theories in such a manner that, for sufficiently large systems,
the cost of the calculations scales linearly with system size
O�N�, where N may be taken as the number of atoms in the
molecule. To achieve linear scaling, two bottlenecks must be
overcome: first, the construction of the Fock/KS matrix F in

the atomic-orbital �AO� basis, which conventionally scales
as O�N2�; second, the generation of a new density matrix
from a given Fock/KS matrix, which is conventionally
achieved by an O�N3� diagonalization step FC=SC�, where
S is the AO overlap matrix. Over the years, many strategies
have been proposed to make the cost of these key steps scale
linearly with system size.

To remove the diagonalization bottleneck, many meth-
ods have been suggested—see Refs. 1 and 2 for an overview.
We focus here on the density-matrix methods,1 which may be
subdivided into two categories:2 the Fermi-operator expan-
sion �FOE� methods and the density-matrix minimization
�DMM� methods. The FOE methods include rational-
function, polynomial, or recursive-polynomial expansions to
compute the density matrix, of which the canonical-
purification method of Palser and Manolopoulos,3 the
purification4,5 of McWeeny and the Chebyshev expansion6,7

of Baer and Head-Gordon serve as examples. Alternatively,
the DMM methods use the fact that the density matrix ob-
tained from a Fock/KS matrix diagonalization represents the
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global minimum of the Roothaan-Hall �RH� energy function
ERH=Tr DF �with F fixed�,8,9 thereby replacing the diagonal-
ization by a minimization, suitably constrained so as to sat-
isfy the idempotency condition DSD=D. Li et al. proposed
to deal with the idempotency constraint by replacing the den-
sity matrix in the optimization by its McWeeny-purified
counterpart, noting that the variations are then idempotent to
first order;10 their approach was further developed by Millam
and Scuseria11 and by Challacombe.12 Alternatively, the
idempotency condition may be incorporated into the param-
etrization of the density matrix D�X�=exp�−XS�D exp�SX�
with X antisymmetric, as described by Helgaker and
co-workers.8,13,14 The first attempts to use this parametriza-
tion to minimize ERH employed a sequence of Newton itera-
tions but encountered difficulties in the solution of the New-
ton linear equations.14 Subsequently, these difficulties were
solved by Shao et al.15 in their curvy-step method by trans-
forming the Newton equations to the Cholesky basis, where
the Hessian has a smaller condition number and is more di-
agonally dominant than in the AO basis. We discuss here
improvements to the algorithm of Shao et al.15 using the
Löwdin or principal square-root basis rather than the
Cholesky basis for the following reasons. First, the conver-
gence of the Newton equations is marginally better in the
Löwdin basis than in the Cholesky basis; second, the Löwdin
basis is the orthogonal AO basis that resembles most closely
the original AO basis,16 ensuring that locality is preserved to
the greatest possible extent; and third, the transformation to
the Löwdin basis can be performed straightforwardly within
a linear-scaling framework.17

In setting up the SCF iterations, we note that the RH
energy ERH�X�=Tr D�X�F constitutes a rather crude model
of the true SCF energy ESCF. In particular, at the expansion
point X=0, ERH has the same gradient as ESCF but only an
approximate Hessian. A global minimization of ERH �as tra-
ditionally accomplished by diagonalization of the Fock/KS
matrix� may therefore lead to steps that are too long and
therefore unreliable. To avoid such problems, we impose in
the trust-region RH �TRRH� method the condition that steps
should not be taken outside the trust region, that is, outside
the region where ERH is a good approximation to ESCF. We
have previously implemented the TRRH method in conjunc-
tion with the diagonalization of the Fock/KS matrix.18,19 In
the present paper, we describe how the TRRH method may
be implemented without diagonalization, making it suitable
for linear-scaling SCF calculations. We denote the obtained
algorithm the linear-scaling TRRH �LS-TRRH� method.

The information in the density and Fock/KS matrices
�gradients� Di and Fi that have been generated during an SCF
optimization may be used to accelerate the convergence of
the SCF iterations. Traditionally, this is accomplished by Pu-
lay’s method of direct inversion in the iterative subspace
�DIIS�,20 where an improved density matrix is obtained in
the subspace of the previous density matrices by minimizing
the norm of the gradient. As an alternative to DIIS, we re-
cently introduced the trust-region density-subspace minimi-
zation �TRDSM� algorithm,18,19 where a local energy model
EDSM is set up in the subspace of the previous density matri-
ces Di. Disregarding the idempotency conditions, the

TRDSM algorithm reduces to the energy-DIIS �EDIIS� algo-
rithm of Kudin et al.21 A disadvantage of the EDIIS algo-
rithm is that, even at the expansion point, the EDIIS gradient
is not equal to the SCF gradient. By contrast, the EDSM en-
ergy of the TRDSM algorithm constitutes an accurate repre-
sentation of the true energy ESCF in the subspace of previous
density matrices Di; consequently, a trust-region optimiza-
tion may be safely performed on EDSM to obtain the im-
proved density matrix.

Combining the LS-TRRH and TRDSM algorithms, we
obtain the linear-scaling trust-region SCF �LS-TRSCF�
method. In the LS-TRSCF calculations, sparse-matrix alge-
bra is used both in the LS-TRRH part and in the TRDSM
part of the optimization to achieve linear scaling. Sample
calculations are reported on polyalanine peptides containing
up to 119 alanine residues to demonstrate linear scaling. The
LS-TRSCF convergence is also examined and compared
with the convergence of conventional SCF/DIIS calculations,
that is, diagonalization without level shifting, improved by
the DIIS algorithm. The calculations demonstrate that the
LS-TRSCF algorithm constitutes an efficient and robust al-
gorithm for optimizing SCF wave functions.

For the Fock/KS matrix evaluation to scale linearly, a
number of techniques have been introduced for the different
contributions to F: the fast multipole method �FMM� for the
Coulomb contribution;22–26 the order-N exchange method
and the linear exchange K �LinK� method for the exact HF
exchange contribution,27–32 and efficient numerical-
quadrature methods for the exchange-correlation �XC�
contribution.33–35 Our SCF code uses FMM combined with
boxed density fitting for the Coulomb contribution, LinK for
the exact-exchange contribution, and linear-scaling numeri-
cal quadrature for the XC contribution.

The remainder of this paper contains three sections. We
begin by discussing the optimization of the RH energy in
Sec. II. Section III contains some illustrative calculations,
whereas Sec. IV contains conclusions.

II. OPTIMIZATION OF THE ROOTHAAN-HALL
ENERGY

A. Parametrization of the density matrix

Let D be a valid KS density matrix of an N-electron
system, which together with the AO overlap matrix S satis-
fies the following relations:

DT = D , �1�

Tr DS = N , �2�

DSD = D . �3�

Introducing the projectors Po and Pv onto the occupied and
virtual orbital spaces

Po = DS , �4�

Pv = I − DS , �5�

we may, from the reference density matrix D, generate any
other valid density matrix by the transformation8
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D�X� = exp�− P�X�S�D exp�SP�X�� , �6�

where X is an antisymmetric matrix and where we have in-
troduced the notation

P�X� = PoXPv
T + PvXPo

T. �7�

The matrix exponential is evaluated as

exp�XS� = �
n=0

�
�XS�n

n!
. �8�

In an orthonormalized AO basis, such as will be discussed in
Sec. II E, simplifications and a typically faster convergence
follow from the fact that S=I.

The density matrix D�X� may be expanded in orders of
X as

D�X� = D + �D,P�X��S + 1
2 ��D,P�X��S,P�X��S + ¯ ,

�9�

where we have introduced the S commutator

�A,B�S = ASB − BSA . �10�

We shall here in particular be concerned with expansions of
the type Tr�MD�X��, where M is symmetric. Inserting the S
commutator expansion of the density matrix D�X�, we obtain

Tr�MD�X�� = Tr�MD� + Tr�MPoXPv
T − MPvXPo

T�

+ 1
2Tr�MPoXPv

TSPvXPo
T

− 2MPvXPo
TSPoXPv

T

+ MPoXPv
TSPvXPo

T� + ¯ , �11�

where we have made repeated use of the idempotency rela-
tions Po

2=Po and Pv
2=Pv and of the orthogonality relations

PoPv=PvPo=0 and Po
TSPv=Pv

TSPo=0. Introducing the short-
hand notation

Mab = Pa
TMPb, �12�

this result may be written compactly as

Tr�MD�X�� = Tr�MD� + Tr�MvoX − MovX�

+ Tr�MooXSvvX − MvvXSooX� + ¯ .

�13�

Note that, whereas the off-diagonal blocks Mov and Mvo of
M contribute to the terms linear in X, the diagonal blocks
Moo and Mvv contribute to the quadratic terms.

B. The Roothaan-Hall Newton equations

In an SCF optimization, diagonalization of the Fock/KS
matrix F is equivalent to minimization of the RH energy8,9

ERH�X� = Tr�FD�X�� �14�

in the sense that both approaches yield the same density ma-
trix. However, ERH is only a crude model of the true SCF
energy function ESCF, having the correct gradient but an ap-
proximate Hessian at the point of expansion; this can be
understood from the observation that, whereas ERH depends
linearly on D�X�, the true energy ESCF depends nonlinearly

on D�X�. Therefore, a complete minimization of ERH �as
achieved, for example, by diagonalization of the Fock/KS
matrix� may give steps that are too long to be trusted, in-
creasing, for example, rather than decreasing the total SCF
energy. We therefore impose on the minimization the condi-
tion that the new occupied space does not differ appreciably
from the old occupied space. Noting that D�X�S and DS are
projectors onto the new and old occupied spaces, respec-
tively, we require that

�D�X� − D�S
2 = Tr��D�X� − D�S�D�X� − D�S�

= 2N − 2 Tr�DSD�X�S� �15�

is equal to some real parameter � that characterizes the trust
region of ERH.

When the trust-region algorithm36 is used for ERH, the
Newton step is taken only if the Hessian is positive definite
and the Newton step is inside the trust region; otherwise, the
minimum is determined on the boundary of the trust region
of the second-order Taylor expansion of ERH�X�. This is
achieved by setting up the Lagrangian where the step-size
constraint in Eq. �15� is added, multiplied by an undeter-
mined multiplier �:

LRH�X� = Tr�FD�X�� − 2��N − Tr�DSD�X�S� − �� . �16�

Expanding this Lagrangian in orders of X, we obtain

LRH�X� = Tr�FD� + Tr�FvoX − FovX�

+ Tr�FooXSvvX − FvvXSooX�

+ 2��Tr�SooXSvvX� − �� + O�X3� . �17�

To obtain Eq. �17�, we have used Eq. �13� where M is re-
placed by F and SDS, respectively, for the first and second
terms of Eq. �16�, recognizing that the only nonzero compo-
nent of SDS is Po

TSDSPo=Soo. Differentiating this Lagrang-
ian with respect to the elements X, we obtain

�LRH�X�
�X

= Fov − Fvo − SvvXFoo − FooXSvv + FvvXSoo

+ SooXFvv − 2��SvvXSoo + SooXSvv� + ¯ ,

�18�

where we have used the relation

�Tr�AX�
�X

= AT. �19�

Since XT=−X, the right-hand side of Eq. �18� is antisymmet-
ric. Finally, setting the right-hand side equal to zero and ig-
noring higher-order contributions, we obtain the matrix equa-
tion

FvvXSoo − FooXSvv + SooXFvv − SvvXFoo − 2��SvvXSoo

+ SooXSvv� = Fvo − Fov �20�

for the stationary point of the RH energy function.
We note that for each nonredundant solution X=P�X�,

Eq. �20� has redundant solutions X+XR, where XR contains
only redundant elements, that is, P�XR�=0. Restricting our-
selves to the nonredundant solutions and introducing the no-
tation
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G = Fov − Fvo, �21�

H��� = Fvv − Foo − �S �22�

for the RH gradient and level-shifted Hessian, we may write
these matrix equations more compactly as

H���X̃S + SX̃H��� = − G , �23�

where it is assumed that X̃ is a pure matrix in the sense that

X̃=P�X̃�. These equations are solved iteratively, in a manner
to be discussed shortly, so as to minimize the RH energy �Eq.
�14�� subject to the constraint �D�X�−D�S=�. In passing, we
note that the RH Newton equations �Eq. �23�� may be viewed
as a special case of the generalized Lyapunov equation of
control theory AXB+BXA=Q, where X is �anti�symmetric
for �anti�symmetric Q.

C. Vectorization transformation of the Roothaan-Hall
Newton equations

In discussing the solution of the RH Newton matrix
equations �Eq. �23��, it is instructive to rewrite it in a differ-
ent form. For this purpose, we introduce the vec operator,
which vectorizes a matrix by stacking its columns, for ex-
ample,

vec	a11 a12

a21 a22

 =�

a11

a21

a12

a22

� . �24�

For three arbitrary, conformable matrices A, B, and C, we
note the relationship

vec�ABC� = �CT
� A�vec B . �25�

Applying the vec operator to both sides of Eq. �23�, we ar-
rive at the RH Newton linear equations

H���vec X̃ = − vec G , �26�

with a level-shifted Hessian matrix given by

H��� = H��� � S + S � H��� . �27�

The Newton matrix equations �Eq. �23�� for X̃ are thus

equivalent to the Newton linear equations for vec X̃. We em-
phasize, however, that in practice the more compact matrix
form �Eq. �23�� is used rather than the linear equations �Eq.
�26��.

D. The transformed preconditioned conjugate-gradient
method

For large dimensions, linear equations such as Eq. �26�
are typically solved iteratively using the conjugate-gradient
�CG� method, the convergence depending critically on the
condition number of the level-shifted Hessian ��H����,
where ��A� is the condition number of A. To accelerate con-
vergence, the preconditioned CG �PCG� method is used, re-
placing the linear equations �Eq. �26�� by the preconditioned
equations

W−1H���vec X̃ = − W−1 vec G , �28�

where W is a symmetric, positive-definite matrix that ap-
proximates H��� but is easy to invert. We can now solve the
linear equations more quickly with the CG method provided
that ��W−1H�������H����. A disadvantage of this ap-
proach is that W−1H��� is, in general, neither symmetric
nor positive definite, even for symmetric and positive-
definite W and H���. To avoid this problem, we factorize
the preconditioner

W = VTV , �29�

where the positive-definite matrix V may or may not be
symmetric. Inserting Eq. �29� into Eq. �28� and rearranging,
we obtain the similarity-transformed linear equation

�V−TH���V−1��V vec X̃� = − V−T vec G , �30�

which constitutes the basis for the transformed PCG method.
Returning to the matrix equations �Eq. �23��, we write

the preconditioner factor V in Eq. �29� as a Kronecker prod-
uct

V = V � V �31�

and we find

V−T�A � B�V−1 = AV � BV, �32�

V vec A = vec AV, �33�

V−T vec A = vec AV, �34�

where we have used Eq. �25� and introduced the notation

AV = V−TAV−1, �35�

AV = VAVT. �36�

We may therefore write the preconditioned RH Newton ma-
trix equations as

HV���X̃VSV + SVX̃VHV��� = − GV, �37�

where

GV = FV
ov − FV

vo, �38�

HV��� = FV
vv − FV

oo − �SV. �39�

The application of the transformed PCG method for the
Newton equations is thus equivalent to carrying out similar-
ity transformations of the Fock/KS and overlap matrices with
V−1. Our task now is to identify a useful preconditioner V.

E. Choice of preconditioner

For large values of the level-shift parameter �, the ma-

trix Newton equations �Eq. �37�� take the form �SVX̃VSV

=GV, suggesting that a suitable preconditioner V is obtained
by factorizing the �positive-definite� overlap matrix
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S = VTV , �40�

since then SV=I in Eq. �37�. Such a factorization may be
accomplished in infinitely many ways, for example, by intro-
ducing a Cholesky factorization37 �VC� or the Löwdin
decomposition38 �Vs, also called the principal square root�

VC = U , �41�

Vs = S1/2, �42�

where U is an upper triangular nonsingular matrix and where
S1/2 is a positive-definite symmetric matrix. With these pre-
conditioners, the RH Newton equations �Eq. �37�� take the
form

HV���X̃V + X̃VHV��� = − GV, S = VTV , �43�

where

HV��� = FV
vv − FV

oo − �I . �44�

These matrix equations, which are a special case of the con-
tinuous Lyapunov equation AX+XAT=Q, are equivalent to
the following Newton linear equations:

HV���vec X̃V = − vec GV, �45�

HV��� = HV��� � I + I � HV��� , �46�

which are the orthonormal counterpart of Eq. �26�. A further
improvement is possible by extracting the diagonal part of
the similarity-transformed RH Hessian:

VH = diag��HV����11
1/2,�HV����22

1/2, . . . �V , �47�

which is trivially set up, requiring only the extraction of the
diagonal elements of the Hessian

�HV���,�� = �FV
vv − FV

oo��� + �FV
vv − FV

oo��� − � , �48�

where we have assumed an orthonormal basis.
The Cholesky and symmetric �square-root� precondition-

ers are equivalent in the sense that they yield the same con-
dition number ��W−1H����. Indeed, since the structures of
F and S are broadly similar �with similar eigenvalues�, these
preconditioners typically reduce the condition number by
several orders of magnitude, greatly improving CG conver-
gence and reducing the overall computational effort. In pass-
ing, we note that, in any orthonormalized AO basis, the con-
dition number of the RH Newton equations is the same as the
condition number in the canonical orbital basis, to which it is
related by an �condition-number conserving� orthonormal
transformation.

An advantage of the Löwdin preconditioner over the
Cholesky preconditioner is that it is often more diagonally
dominant, as we shall see in some of the examples in Sec.
III. Moreover, among all possible orthogonal bases, the Löw-
din basis is the one that most closely resembles the original
�local� AO basis, ensuring that locality is preserved to the
greatest possible extent.16 A possible misgiving about the
Löwdin preconditioner is the practicality of generating S1/2

and S−1/2 in linear time. However, in Ref. 17, we demonstrate

that S1/2 and S−1/2 can always be calculated at linear cost, in
an iterative manner. Unless otherwise specified, we use the
Löwdin basis in our calculations.

We conclude this section by noting that the use of an
orthonormal Löwdin or Cholesky AO basis also simplifies
the evaluation of the matrix exponential �Eq. �8�� to

exp�X� = �
n=0

�
Xn

n!
. �49�

However, this series converges rapidly only for small X. To
accelerate convergence for large arguments, we can use the
relation

exp�X� = �exp�2−kX��2k
, �50�

where on the right-hand side X is scaled by some suitably
small parameter 2−k such that the Frobenius norm of X is
small enough for Eq. �49� to be rapidly convergent. In this
way, the transformed density matrix can be evaluated in
about ten matrix multiplications, regardless of the magnitude
of X. Furthermore, since X is antisymmetric, exp�−X� is
given by �exp�X��T.

F. The level-shifted Newton equations in the canonical
molecular-orbital basis

To gain insight into the convergence of the PCG algo-
rithm and, in particular, to understand how the level-shift
parameter should be chosen, it is instructive to express Eq.
�37� in the unoptimized canonical molecular-orbital �MO�
basis. In this basis, the Fock/KS matrix has diagonal
occupied-occupied and virtual-virtual blocks with the
pseudo-orbital energies 	P on the diagonal, whereas the
occupied-virtual and virtual-occupied blocks are nonzero.
The level-shifted Hessian elements are then given by �using
indices A, B, C, and D for virtual MOs and I, J, K, and L for
occupied MOs�

HAIBJ��� = �AB�IJ�	A − 	I − �� , �51�

and the virtual-occupied elements of Eq. �37� become

�	A − 	I − ��XAI = FAI, �52�

where XAI is the solution vector in the canonical MO basis.
The step-length function

�X�S
2 = �

AI

FAI
2

�	A − 	I − ��2 �53�

has k+1 branches, where k is the number of eigenvalues
	A−	I of the �unshifted� Hessian �see Fig. 1�. The function is
positive for all � with asymptotes at the eigenvalues. For
�
min�	A−	I�, the RH energy is lowered to both first and
second orders.8,36 In the trust-region formalism, the step
length is taken to be the stationary point that corresponds to
the minimum on the boundary of the trust region. The sta-
tionary point is therefore given by the intersection marked by
a cross in Fig. 1.

In the canonical MO basis, the Hessian is diagonal and
the solution to the level-shifted Newton equations is trivial.
In the AO basis, by contrast, the Hessian is not diagonal and
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the equations must be solved iteratively. The PCG conver-
gence is then critically dependent on the judicious choice of
preconditioner.

G. The level-shifted Newton equation as an eigenvalue
problem

The solution to the level-shifted Newton equations �Eq.
�45�� may alternatively be found by solving the eigenvalue
problem39–41

A���	1

x̃

 = �	1

x̃

 , �54�

where we have introduced the short-hand notation

x̃ = vec X̃ , �55�

gV = vec GV, �56�

and where the dimension of the augmented Hessian

A��� = 	 0 �gV
T

�gV HV�0� 
 �57�

is one larger than that of the Hessian HV���. To see that the
solution of Eq. �54� determines the solution to the level-
shifted Newton equations, we write the second component of
Eq. �54� as

HV�0�x̃ + �gV = �x̃ , �58�

or equivalently,

HV����−1x̃ = − gV. �59�

Thus, the solution to the Newton equations �Eq. �45�� with
the level-shift parameter � is given by �−1x̃, where �1, x̃�T is
the eigenvector that belongs to the eigenvalue � of the
augmented-Hessian eigenvalue problem �Eq. �54��. Since the
dimension of the augmented Hessian A��� in Eq. �57� is one
larger than that of HV���, the Hylleraas-Undheim theorem42

predicts that the lowest eigenvalue of A��� is lower than the
lowest eigenvalue of HV���. Therefore, by selecting the
lowest eigenvalue of Eq. �54�, we generate a step in the
left-hand branch of Fig. 1. Moreover, by adjusting � so that
��−1x̃�2h2, we generate a step to the minimum on the
boundary of the trust region with trust radius h.

The augmented-Hessian eigenvalue problem �Eq. �54��
may be solved iteratively, updating � in the course of the
iterations to give a step of length h. Assume that, during the
iterative procedure, we have obtained a set of n+1 trial vec-
tors

	1

0

,	 0

b1

,	 0

b2

, . . . ,	 0

bn

 , �60�

where the bi=vec Bi are orthonormal

bi
Tb j = Tr�BiB j� = �ij , �61�

and where b1 is the normalized gradient vector

b1 = �gV�−1gV. �62�

The augmented-Hessian eigenvalue problem �Eq. �54�� for
the lowest eigenvalue may be set up in the basis of the n
+1 trial vectors

AR���	 1

x̃R���

 = �R	 1

x̃R���

 , �63�

where

A00
R ��� = 0, �64�

A10
R ��� = A01

R ��� = �b1
TgV = ��gV� , �65�

A0i
R ��� = Ai0

R ��� = 0 �i � 1� , �66�

Aij
R��� = bi

T� j , �67�

and � j is the linearly transformed vector

� j = HV�0�b j . �68�

The first component in the reduced eigenvalue problem �Eq.
�63�� spans the augmented dimension and is normalized to 1
according to Eq. �54�. The solution to the level-shifted New-
ton equations �Eq. �45�� with �=�R is given by �−1x̃R ex-
panded in the basis of the trial vectors. By adjusting � so as
to satisfy

��−1x̃R�2 = h2, �69�

we obtain a step of length h in the reduced space. When the
lowest eigenvalue of Eq. �54� is determined iteratively, we
may straightforwardly adjust � until it satisfies Eq. �69�.
Storing AR�1� with �=1, we obtain AR��� for ��1 by a
simple scaling of A10

R �1� and A01
R �1� according to Eq. �65�.

To solve the augmented-Hessian eigenvalue problem, we
may use the Davidson algorithm.43 When the lowest eigen-
value is determined in the reduced space, � may be dynami-
cally updated. In this manner, the minimum on the boundary
of the trust region may be determined in the same number of
iterations as required for solving the eigenvalue equation
with a fixed � parameter.

To determine the lowest eigenvalue of the augmented
Hessian efficiently, a good initial guess is required. However,
since the augmented Hessian is not strongly diagonally
dominant, such a guess is usually not readily available. In
practice, therefore, we use the augmented-Hessian eigen-
value equation only to update �, so as to ensure that the level

FIG. 1. The step length in Eq. �52� as a function of the level-shift parameter.
The asymptotes indicated by vertical dashed lines occur at the eigenvalues
of the Hessian for the RH energy. The trust region �h� is marked by the
horizontal dotted line. The crossing between the dotted line and the step
length function marked with a cross represents the chosen level shift.
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shift is in the proper interval and of the correct size. The
improved trial vectors are themselves obtained by solving
the level-shifted Newton equations in the same reduced
space �b1 ,b2 , . . . ,bn� as for the eigenvalue equation but with
an updated level-shift parameter. Essentially, we perform a
sequence of PCG iterations, dynamically updating the level-
shift parameter in the subspace generated by the PCG itera-
tions.

In the PCG minimization, we first determine a solution
with the step-size constraint �XV�=0.6, where �XV� is the
Frobenius norm. Next, the subspace generated during this
minimization is utilized as the starting point for a subsequent
minimization, now with the step-size constraint Xmax

V =0.35,
where Xmax

V is the largest component of XV. Unlike the con-
straint on �XV�, the constraint on Xmax

V is size-intensive. The
algorithm is not sensitive to the choice of the �XV� param-
eter, whereas Xmax

V should be chosen carefully. We have
found �XV�=0.6 and Xmax

V =0.35 to be suitable parameters.
The first level shift is obtained by solving the

augmented-Hessian eigenvalue problem in a two-
dimensional subspace, corresponding to a reduced space
containing only one trial vector, namely, the normalized gra-
dient in Eq. �62�. The PCG iterations are terminated when
the level shift has converged and when the residual has been
reduced by a factor of 100 relative to the residual in the
two-dimensional reduced space.

The RH SCF iterations are continued until the gradient
norm �gV� is smaller than some preset threshold. However,
just like �XV�, the norm �gV� is an extensive property. Indeed
for two noninteracting, identical systems, the total squared
norm is equal to twice the norm of each subsystem:

�gA+B�2 = �
i

�gi
A�2 + �

i

�gi
B�2 = �gA�2 + �gB�2. �70�

A size-intensive requirement on the SCF convergence is thus
to use the gradient norm divided by the square root of the
number of electrons �gV� /�N.

H. Diagonalization of the level-shifted Fock/KS matrix
by Newton’s method

The minimum of the RH energy subject to the step-size
constraint �Eq. �15�� may alternatively be determined by us-
ing the MO coefficients as variational parameters. In this
parametrization, the density matrix may be expressed as

D�X� = CoccCocc
T , �71�

where the coefficients of the occupied MOs Cocc satisfy the
orthonormality constraint

Cocc
T SCocc = I . �72�

Imposing this orthonormality constraint simultaneously with
the step-size constraint �Eq. �15�� on the energy ERH, we
obtain the Lagrangian

LRH�Cocc� = Tr�FD�X�� − ��2N − 2 Tr�DSD�X�S� − ��

− Tr ��Cocc
T SCocc − I� . �73�

Differentiation of this Lagrangian with respect to the MO
coefficients gives

�F − �SDS�Cocc��� = SCocc������� , �74�

where ���� is chosen to be diagonal ������ since the energy
is invariant with respect to rotations among the occupied
MOs. The density matrix for the new RH iteration becomes

D��� = Cocc���Cocc
T ��� , �75�

where Cocc��� are the eigenvectors of the generalized eigen-
value problem �Eq. �74�� with the level-shifted Fock/KS ma-
trix F−�SDS.

In the local part of the RH SCF optimization, where �
=0 and X is small, the solution of the Newton matrix equa-
tions �Eq. �23�� and the diagonalization of the Fock matrix
�Eq. �74�� give essentially the same step and the same den-
sity matrix. To first order in X, the solution of the Newton
equations then corresponds to a diagonalization of the
Fock/KS matrix. By contrast, in the global part of the RH
SCF optimization, where X is larger, the steps obtained by
diagonalizing the Fock/KS matrix �Eq. �74�� and by solving
the Newton equations �Eq. �23�� differ.

In our implementation, the Newton step is always taken
in the local region, where �=0. In the global region, each
SCF iteration begins by solving the Newton eigenvalue
equation �Eq. �54�� to determine the level-shift parameter
�max by requiring that the largest step-length component is
equal to Xmax

V . The minimization of

E�max

RH = Tr�F − �maxSDS�D�X� �76�

is represented by the solution of the Fock/KS eigenvalue
equation �Eq. �74�� with �=�max. The solution of the level-
shifted Newton equations with level-shift parameter �max

then represents a first-order diagonalization of the level-
shifted Fock/KS matrix in Eq. �74�, whereas the full minimi-
zation of E�max

RH requires a complete diagonalization and may
be accomplished by a sequence of level-shifted Newton it-
erations with �=�max. In practice, a partial rather than exact
minimization of E�max

RH is sufficient in the global region. Thus,
in our implementation, no more than one or two level-shifted
Newton iterations �Eq. �23�� with �=�max are taken since,
after two iterations, the Newton steps have become so small
that they no longer affect the global SCF convergence. In-
deed, our standard procedure is to take only one level-shifted
Newton step although we also report some calculations
where two level-shifted Newton steps are taken at each SCF
iteration.

I. Evaluation of the Coulomb contribution

The Coulomb contributions to the Fock/KS matrix and
the energy are given by

Jab = �ab�� , �77�

J = 1
2 ��� , �78�

in terms of the one-electron density
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�r� = �
cd

�c�r��d�r�Dcd. �79�

In density fitting,44,45 the computational cost is significantly
reduced by evaluating these contributions as

J̃ab = �ab�̃� , �80�

J̃ = ��̃� − 1
2 �̃�̃� = J − 1

2 � − ̃� − ̃� �81�

from an approximate density ̃ expanded in an atom-centered
auxiliary basis:

̃�r� = �
�

���r�c�. �82�

We determine the c� by minimizing the fitting error �
− ̃�w�− ̃� with metric w subject to the charge-conserving
constraint �̃�r�dr=Ne, leading to the linear equation

�
�

���w���c� = ���w�� + ���� , �83�

where the one-center overlaps are given by ���=����r�dr,
and with

� =
Ne − ���������w���−1����

���������w���−1���
. �84�

From Eq. �81�, we see that the fitted Coulomb repulsion
energy is always lower than the regular repulsion energy. The
smallest fitting error is obtained by an unconstrained mini-
mization �=0 in the Coulomb metric w=r12

−1 in Eq. �83�. The
use of constraints or of a non-Coulomb metric increases the
error, lowering the Coulomb energy.

With density fitting, large speedups are observed, but
scaling becomes a problem for large systems—the inversion
�Eq. �83�� scales cubically in time, whereas the memory re-
quirements for the �� ��� matrix scale quadratically. To
achieve linear scaling, there are two main strategies. One is
to fit the density in a metric different from the long-range
Coulomb metric, so that ���w��� of Eq. �83� becomes

FIG. 2. The error in the energy in HF LS-TRSCF �top�
and SCF/DIIS �bottom� optimizations.
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sparse.45–47 Alternatively, the density is partitioned into lo-
calized parts, which are fitted separately.48–50 We use an ap-
proach similar to that of Ref. 48. The system is divided into
localized parts i using the density partitioning51 of Yang and
Lee

�r� = �
i

�i��r� = �
i

�
ab

�a�r��b�r�Dabxab
�i� , �85�

where xab
�i� =1 for both a and b in i, xab

�i� =1/2 for either a or b
in i, and xab

�i� =0 otherwise. With this decomposition, some of
the overlap distributions belonging to subsystem i may in
fact be centered outside this subsystem �by the Gaussian
product rule�, but these decay exponentially with the square
of the separation between the two Gaussian functions.

Each subsystem density �i� is fitted using auxiliary func-
tions located within an extended subsystem i, comprising the
original subsystem i padded with a buffer zone �i around the
subsystem

�
��i+�i

�����c�
�i� = �

cd

���cd�Dcdxcd
�i� − ��i���� . �86�

The multipliers are given by

��i� =
Q�i� − ����i+�i

��������−1����i��

����i+�i
��������−1���

, �87�

with the subsystem charge

Q�i� =� �i��r�dr = �
ab

SabDabxab
�i� . �88�

The cost of solving Eq. �86� depends on the size of the sub-
system rather than on the size of the full system. Given that
the number of subsystems increases linearly with system
size, the full density is fitted in linear time. In our calcula-
tions, the total system is put in a rectangular box, which is
recursively bisected until no subbox contains more than 5000
auxiliary basis functions. In the fitting, a buffer zone of width
5 Bohr is used. In the applications presented here, we used
the optimized basis set developed by Eichkorn et al.52,53 with
no charge constraints imposed on the fitted density.

III. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

In the HF and KS calculations reported here, we use the
LS-TRSCF method, combining the LS-TRRH algorithm for
the RH iterations of Sec. II B with the TRDSM algorithm for
density averaging �implemented in a local version of DALTON

FIG. 3. The error in the energy in LDA KS optimizations using the one-step Newton LS-TRSCF �top left�, two-step Newton LS-TRSCF �top right�, and
SCF/DIIS �bottom� methods.
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�Ref. 54��. First, in Sec. III A, we compare the LS-TRSCF
scheme with the traditional SCF/DIIS scheme. Next, in Sec.
III B, we examine the CG solution of the RH Newton equa-
tions �Eq. �45��. Finally, in Sec. III C, we consider the cost of
the LS-TRRH optimization, demonstrating that linear scaling
may be obtained within this framework.

A. Convergence of the LS-TRSCF method

To compare the LS-TRSCF and SCF/DIIS methods, we
use the following five molecules which represent a variety of
bonding situations: the water molecule in the d-aug-pVTZ
basis with the bonds stretched to twice their equilibrium
value; the rhodium complex of Ref. 19, with the STO-3G
basis for rhodium and the Ahlrichs VDZ basis for the other
atoms;55 the cadmium-imidazole complex of Ref. 18 in the
3-21G basis; a 438-atom polysaccharide in the 6-31G basis;
and a 992-atom polypeptide of 99 alanine residues in the
6-31G basis. For all systems, we have carried out calcula-
tions at the HF and KS levels of theory, using the local
density approximation �LDA� and B3LYP functionals. As

initial guesses for the optimization, we used the one-electron
core Hamiltonian for water and for the metal complexes,
while the Hückel model was used for the large polysaccha-
ride and polypeptide molecules. Unless otherwise indicated,
only one Newton step is taken in each TRRH iteration. In the
DIIS and TRDSM density-averaging steps, a maximum of
eight density matrices and Fock/KS matrices are used. In
Figs. 2, 3, and 4, we have plotted the error in the energy �on
a logarithmic scale� at each SCF iteration for the HF model,
the LDA model, and the B3LYP model, respectively.

In the LS-TRSCF calculations, we observe a smooth
convergence to an error of 10−8 a.u. in 10-30 iterations. The
only exceptions are the the KS rhodium calculations, where a
significant energy lowering is observed in the first few itera-
tions, followed by a large number of iterations with no ap-
parent progress, in particular, for the LDA functional. Even-
tually, the local region is reached and fast convergence is
established. In Fig. 3, we have also included plots for LDA
calculations that take two Newton steps in each SCF itera-
tion. In general, there is little difference between the one-
and two-step calculations, but a striking improvement is ob-

FIG. 4. The error in the energy in B3LYP KS LS-
TRSCF �top� and SCF/DIIS �bottom� optimizations.
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served for the rhodium complex. This improvement is not yet
understood �it may be accidental�, and we continue to use
one Newton iteration as the default in our optimizations.

A comparison of the SCF/DIIS plots with the LS-TRSCF
plots in Figs. 2–4 clearly reveals the poorer SCF/DIIS per-
formance, in particular, for the KS calculations. However,
some differences are also observed in the HF calculations—
unlike the LS-TRSCF method, the SCF/DIIS method di-
verges for the rhodium complex and performs erratically in
the global part of the polyalanine optimization. In general,
we note that the SCF/DIIS and LS-TRSCF differences are
largest in the global region, where the SCF/DIIS scheme
suffers from the fact that it is not based on the principles of
energy minimization and step-size control, sometimes lead-
ing to an erratic behavior. In the local region, size constraints
become irrelevant, since both methods use the quasi-Newton
condition to speed up the local convergence, which becomes
very similar for the two methods.

The SCF/DIIS LDA calculations in Fig. 3 show a strik-
ingly erratic behavior. The cadmium and polyalanine calcu-

lations both diverge; for the polysaccharide, no convergence
is observed until iteration 25. Surprisingly, the LDA calcula-
tion on the rhodium complex converges, unlike the Hartree-
Fock calculation. Finally, concerning the B3LYP functional
in Fig. 4, we note that the SCF/DIIS polyalanine optimiza-
tion diverges. Interestingly, for the cadmium complex, the
horizontal line that begins at iteration 10 indicates conver-
gence to a stationary point of higher energy than that ob-
tained with the LS-TRSCF algorithm. Indeed, a closer ex-
amination of this stationary point reveals that it is a saddle
point with the lowest Hessian eigenvalue of −0.0147 a.u.
From an inspection of the corresponding LS-TRSCF curve, it
appears that the LS-TRSCF approaches the same saddle
point in iterations 15-20. At iteration 17, however, TRDSM
detects a negative Hessian eigenvalue, and from iteration 20,
convergence is established towards the minimum �lowest
Hessian eigenvalue of 0.0275 a.u.�, which is reached in 32
iterations.

B. The solution of the Roothaan-Hall Newton equations

To examine the convergence of the RH Newton equa-
tions, we consider the stretched water molecule of Sec. III A
at the LDA/d-aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory, solving Eq. �45�
in the Cholesky and Löwdin bases with and without the di-
agonal preconditioner �Eq. �48��. Although small, this ex-
ample is representative of the present calculations. We begin
by noting that the SCF convergence illustrated in Fig. 3 is the
same in the Cholesky and Löwdin bases. In both cases, the
electronic gradient is reduced to less than 10−5 a.u. after 13
SCF iterations—see Table I, where we have also listed the
number of PCG iterations required to solve a set of RH New-
ton equations at each SCF iteration. Typically, 10-20 PCG
iterations are needed to solve the Newton equations, with an
average number of 17 iterations needed in the Cholesky basis
and 16 iterations in the Löwdin basis.

To understand better the performance of the CG method
in the Cholesky and Löwdin bases, we have selected for
closer examination one level-shifted SCF iteration in the glo-

TABLE I. H2O stretched, LDA/d-aug-cc-pVTZ. SCF convergence and
number of microiterations needed to get the new density in the Löwdin and
Cholesky bases, respectively.

Iteration Energy Gradient norm nit Löwdin nit Cholesky

1 −60.173 329 477 53 17.278 869
2 −71.778 669 286 89 12.938 274 10 9
3 −75.418 451 510 91 3.170 448 16 15
4 −74.234 639 836 42 11.774 826 22 18
5 −75.549 995 553 04 2.278 892 21 14
6 −75.539 701 417 42 2.994 470 17 19
7 −75.562 908 067 61 2.070 197 13 17
8 −75.579 986 850 34 0.903 419 16 18
9 −75.583 777 493 19 0.093 106 17 21

10 −75.583 817 470 68 0.004 338 18 17
11 −75.583 817 561 34 0.000 448 14 20
12 −75.583 817 562 31 0.000 051 18 19
13 −75.583 817 562 33 0.000 008 13 18

TABLE II. Global H2O LDA/d-aug-cc-pVTZ convergence, second SCF iteration. Convergence of the RH
Newton equations �Eq. �43�� in the Cholesky basis with and without a diagonal preconditioner. The constrained
step-size parameter is marked with an asterisk.

Iteration

No preconditioner Diagonal preconditioner

�R� � Xmax
v �Xv� �R� � Xmax

v �Xv�

1 3.31 −9.51 0.190 0.592* 3.31 −9.51 0.190 0.592*

2 1.09 −11.78 0.174 0.562* 0.34 −11.85 0.163 0.573*

3 0.28 −11.47 0.175 0.590* 0.17 −11.48 0.179 0.592*

4 0.06 −12.23 0.171 0.557* 0.05 −12.23 0.170 0.558*

5 0.02 −11.83 0.176 0.576* 0.01 −11.83 0.176 0.576*

6 0.13 −6.68 0.315* 1.048 0.18 −6.05 0.346* 1.193
7 0.08 −6.48 0.323* 1.091 0.06 −6.42 0.323* 1.104
8 0.06 −6.28 0.332* 1.137 0.03 −6.22 0.336* 1.151
9 0.06 −6.09 0.344* 1.186 0.02 −6.60 0.314* 1.065

10 0.02 −6.46 0.322* 1.096
11 0.02 −6.26 0.334* 1.142
12 0.02 −6.07 0.347* 1.192
13 0.01 −6.44 0.324* 1.100
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bal region �iteration 2� and one unshifted SCF iteration in the
local region �iteration 7�; see Tables II–V, each of which
contains the following information on each �P�CG iteration
needed for the solution of the RH Newton equations: the
residual �R�, the level-shift value �, the largest component
Xmax

V , and the norm �XV� of the current solution vector XV.
In the global SCF iteration of Table II, we first solve the

RH Newton equations �Eq. �45�� in the Cholesky basis with
the constraint �XV�=0.6 imposed, followed by solution with
the new constraint Xmax

V =0.35. The level shift that gives a
total step length of about 0.6 ��=−11.8� is quickly estab-
lished, as is subsequently the shift that gives the final step
XV with the largest component of about 0.35
��=−6.6�. Note how the step size increases as we change the
constraint from �XV� to Xmax

V . The reason that we determine a
step of total length 0.6 before attempting a step with the
largest component 0.35 is that it gives a more robust algo-
rithm. In a small subspace, the individual components of XV

may change strongly in the first few iterations, making the
identification of � difficult; after a few iterations where �XV�

is determined to be equal 0.6, the individual components
become more stable and the application of the constraint on
the individual components more straightforward.

The CG iterations are terminated when the residual has
been reduced by a factor of 100 in the �XV�-constrained
search and by a factor of 50 in the Xmax

V -constrained search.
The overall SCF convergence is not sensitive to the choice of
these convergence thresholds. At each iteration, only one ma-
trix multiplication is required to carry out the linear transfor-
mation �Eq. �45��. When using a diagonal preconditioner,
two additional multiplications are needed for projection of
each trial vector, giving a total of three matrix multiplica-
tions in each iteration.

From Table II, we see that the use of a diagonal precon-
ditioner improves the convergence in the global SCF itera-
tion slightly, reducing the number of iterations from 13 to 10.
In the local iteration of the same SCF optimization in Table
III, the preconditioner is even more effective, almost halving
the number of iterations. Clearly, the best strategy for solving
the RH equations is to always apply a diagonal precondi-
tioner, giving a more robust CG algorithm at the modest cost
of a single projection. In passing, we note that the optimiza-
tion in the left-hand column of Table III corresponds to the
curvy-step method of Shao et al.15 where the unshifted New-
ton equations are solved in the Cholesky basis without a
diagonal preconditioner.

TABLE III. Local H2O LDA/d-aug-cc-pVTZ convergence, seventh SCF iteration. Convergence of the RH
Newton equations �Eq. �43�� in the Cholesky basis with and without a diagonal preconditioner.

Iteration

No preconditioner Diagonal preconditioner

�R� Xmax
v �Xv� �R� Xmax

v �Xv�

1 0.163 0.014 0.076 0.089 0.006 0.036
2 0.138 0.025 0.132 0.081 0.020 0.103
3 0.138 0.043 0.214 0.049 0.034 0.160
4 0.127 0.053 0.259 0.040 0.041 0.181
5 0.120 0.065 0.309 0.029 0.044 0.194
6 0.090 0.072 0.338 0.023 0.046 0.204
7 0.078 0.080 0.367 0.019 0.047 0.212
8 0.080 0.085 0.384 0.015 0.050 0.217
9 0.047 0.092 0.407 0.015 0.052 0.220

10 0.055 0.096 0.416 0.011 0.055 0.224
11 0.028 0.103 0.430 0.007 0.058 0.226
12 0.040 0.106 0.435 0.007 0.059 0.228
13 0.027 0.111 0.441 0.005 0.060 0.228
14 0.031 0.115 0.447 0.003 0.061 0.229
15 0.020 0.117 0.449 0.002 0.061 0.229
16 0.023 0.121 0.454 0.001 0.061 0.230
17 0.018 0.123 0.455 0.001 0.061 0.230
18 0.019 0.124 0.457
19 0.018 0.126 0.459
20 0.013 0.127 0.461
21 0.019 0.129 0.463
22 0.011 0.130 0.465
23 0.016 0.131 0.466
24 0.009 0.132 0.468
25 0.010 0.133 0.468
26 0.005 0.133 0.469
27 0.007 0.134 0.469
28 0.004 0.134 0.470
29 0.005 0.134 0.470
30 0.003 0.134 0.470
31 0.003 0.134 0.470
32 0.002 0.134 0.470
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Tables IV and V contain the same information as do
Tables II and III, respectively, but for the Löwdin rather than
Cholesky basis. The convergence is similar to that observed
in the Cholesky basis. Again, the preconditioned iterations
converge faster—especially in the local SCF iteration, where
we save more than 50% of the CG iterations by precondi-
tioning. Also, in this SCF iteration, the CG convergence is

slightly faster in the Löwdin basis than in the Cholesky basis.
In the following, we use the Löwdin basis with a diagonal
preconditioner.

C. Linear scaling using the TRSCF algorithm

To demonstrate that linear scaling is obtained with the
LS-TRSCF algorithm, we here carry out polyalanine peptide

TABLE IV. Global H2O LDA/d-aug-cc-pVTZ convergence, second SCF iteration. Convergence of the RH
Newton equations �Eq. �43�� in the Löwdin basis with and without a diagonal preconditioner. The constrained
step-size parameter is marked with an asterisk.

Iteration

No preconditioner Diagonal preconditioner

�R� � Xmax
v �Xv� �R� � Xmax

v �Xv�

1 3.31 −9.51 0.198 0.592* 3.31 −9.51 0.198 0.592*

2 1.09 −11.78 0.188 0.562* 0.49 −11.85 0.189 0.571*

3 0.28 −11.47 0.199 0.590* 0.15 −11.48 0.197 0.593*

4 0.06 −12.23 0.184 0.557* 0.04 −12.23 0.183 0.558*

5 0.02 −11.83 0.190 0.576* 0.00 −11.83 0.190 0.576*

6 0.13 −6.68 0.324* 1.04 0.16 −6.68 0.325* 1.04
7 0.07 −6.48 0.334* 1.09 0.07 −6.48 0.333* 1.09
8 0.06 −6.28 0.343* 1.13 0.03 −6.28 0.344* 1.13
9 0.03 −6.67 0.326* 1.05 0.02 −6.67 0.325* 1.05

10 0.02 −6.46 0.336* 1.09 0.01 −6.46 0.335* 1.09
11 0.02 −6.26 0.345* 1.14
12 0.01 −6.65 0.326* 1.05

TABLE V. Local H2O LDA/d-aug-cc-pVTZ convergence, seventh SCF iteration. Convergence of the RH
Newton equations �Eq. �43�� in the Löwdin basis with and without a diagonal preconditioner.

Iteration

No preconditioner Diagonal preconditioner

�R� Xmax
v �Xv� �R� Xmax

v �Xv�

1 0.0381 0.0012 0.007 0.0331 0.001 0.006
2 0.0279 0.0018 0.011 0.0263 0.003 0.018
3 0.0344 0.0029 0.018 0.0227 0.005 0.032
4 0.0206 0.0036 0.023 0.0172 0.009 0.047
5 0.0316 0.0047 0.029 0.0142 0.011 0.057
6 0.0220 0.0068 0.038 0.0088 0.013 0.063
7 0.0204 0.0079 0.043 0.0064 0.014 0.066
8 0.0175 0.0089 0.047 0.0050 0.015 0.068
9 0.0174 0.0111 0.055 0.0023 0.015 0.068

10 0.0171 0.0122 0.059 0.0018 0.015 0.069
11 0.0120 0.0138 0.065 0.0008 0.015 0.069
12 0.0132 0.0144 0.067 0.0004 0.015 0.069
13 0.0072 0.0150 0.069 0.0003 0.015 0.069
14 0.0102 0.0154 0.071
15 0.0048 0.0159 0.072
16 0.0054 0.0160 0.073
17 0.0032 0.0163 0.074
18 0.0027 0.0164 0.074
19 0.0018 0.0164 0.074
20 0.0018 0.0164 0.074
21 0.0013 0.0164 0.074
22 0.0008 0.0164 0.074
23 0.0009 0.0164 0.074
24 0.0006 0.0164 0.074
25 0.0009 0.0164 0.074
26 0.0003 0.0164 0.074
27 0.0005 0.0164 0.074
28 0.0003 0.0164 0.074
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calculations with up to 119 alanine residues �1192 atoms�
using the HF and B3LYP models in the 6-31G basis. Each
SCF optimization converges as the 99-residue calculations in
Figs. 2 and 4.

In Fig. 5, we have plotted the CPU times spent in the
different parts of the LS-TRSCF algorithm in the Hartree-
Fock/6-31G calculations using sparse-matrix algebra. The
timings are obtained using a single processor on an IBM
RS6000 pSeries 690 �1.3 GHz�. Except for the DSM step,
the timings in this and later plots are for the first local SCF
iteration. However, since the time spent in the DSM step
depends on the number of density matrices included in the
density subspace, the DSM timings are always given for an
SCF iteration where the subspace contains the maximum
number of density matrices �eight�.

The CPU times for the Coulomb and exchange parts of
the Fock matrix in Fig. 5 both increase linearly with system
size, but with a slight kink as the system increases from 1000
to 1200 atoms. The exchange part is about four times more
expensive than the Coulomb part. The LS-TRRH and
TRDSM optimization steps are dominated by matrix multi-

plications. The linearity of the LS-TRRH and TRDSM tim-
ings in Fig. 5 therefore indicates that sparsity is exploited
efficiently in the matrix multiplications. The importance of
efficient sparse-matrix algebra is evident in Fig. 6, where we
compare the timings of Fig. 5 with those obtained with
dense-matrix algebra. The different behaviors of sparse-
matrix algebra �linear scaling� and dense-matrix algebra �cu-
bical scaling� are well illustrated. Some fluctuations are ob-
served in these plots since the LS-TRRH and TRDSM steps
both involve iterations, whose number may vary slightly
from system to system. The benefits of sparse-matrix algebra
are first noticed for TRDSM, since each TRDSM step con-
tains more matrix multiplications than does each LS-TRRH
step.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the CPU timings for B3LYP opti-
mizations with sparse-matrix algebra. This figure differs
from Fig. 5 in that it also contains contributions from the KS
exchange-correlation potential. In these calculations, the
exchange-correlation step is about twice as expensive as the

FIG. 5. Timings for the first local iteration of Hartree-
Fock calculations on polyalanine peptides. The timings
given are for the Coulomb �Fock J� and exchange �Fock
X� parts of the Fock matrix and for the LS-TRRH and
TRDSM parts �sparse-matrix algebra.�

FIG. 6. The timings for the LS-TRRH and TRDSM
contributions from Fig. 5 shown with the corresponding
timings when full matrices are used.
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Coulomb step and about half as expensive as the exact-
exchange step. The cost of the exchange-correlation step
clearly scales linearly with system size.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have described a linear-scaling implementation of
the trust-region self-consistent field �LS-TRSCF� method. In
the LS-TRSCF method, each iteration consists of a minimi-
zation of the RH energy �equivalent to a minimization of the
sum of the orbital energies in canonical HF theory� to gen-
erate a new AO density matrix in the trust-region RH �LS-
TRRH� step, followed by the determination of an improved
averaged density matrix in the subspace of the current and
previous density matrices using the trust-region density-
subspace minimization �TRDSM� algorithm. A linear-scaling
algorithm is obtained by using iterative methods to solve the
level-shifted Newton equations and by exploiting the sparsity
of the involved matrices.

In the solution of the RH Newton matrix equations, we
have shown that the Löwdin and Cholesky orthonormaliza-
tions yield similar performances, with a slight preference for
the Löwdin orthonormalization since it resembles most
closely the original AO basis set �preserving sparsity to the
largest possible extent� and since it leads to marginally fewer
CG iterations than the Cholesky orthonormalization. We
have, moreover, demonstrated that, in the Löwdin and
Cholesky bases, use of a diagonal preconditioner signifi-
cantly improves convergence, typically reducing the number
of CG iterations by a factor of 2 in the local SCF iterations.
In each LS-TRRH step, a single Newton step is sufficient for
the minimization of the RH energy, although we have ob-
served one case where two Newton steps give �perhaps for-
tuitously� a significantly improved SCF convergence.

When comparing LS-TRRH to the curvy-step method of
Shao et al.15 the main differences are the diagonal precondi-
tioning of the CG iterations and the level shifting of the SCF
iterations. Without a diagonal CG preconditioner, the conver-
gence of the level-shifted Newton equations is at best much
slower than the solution of the preconditioned equations; of-

ten, the equations do not converge without preconditioning.
Indeed, the latter is almost always the case for molecules
with an electronic structure more complicated than those of
water clusters or linear alkanes, typically used as test cases.
For robust and fast convergence of the SCF and Newton
iterations, it is essential to choose a level shift that is neither
too small �which will introduce wrong directions and cause
divergence� nor too large �which will cause very slow con-
vergence�. An important feature of the LS-TRRH algorithm
is that the optimal level shift is determined dynamically at no
extra cost.

We have demonstrated that the LS-TRSCF method
yields a smooth and robust convergence for small and large
systems, often converging where the traditional SCF/DIIS
scheme fails. For small systems, a TRSCF implementation
based on an explicit diagonalization of the Fock/KS matrix
may be more efficient. However, since the time spent in the
optimization of such systems is insignificant compared with
the time spent constructing the Fock/KS matrix, we recom-
mend the LS-TRSCF method as the standard method for
systems of all sizes.
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